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Successful Strategic
Planning for Not-ForProfits
By Tim Gallagher

I’m often asked how successful strategic planning in the not-for-profit sector differs from
strategic planning in for-profit enterprises. Often non-profit CEOs/EDs will ask this
question because they recognize that members of their Board hail from corporate
environments, and therefore may bring certain expectations to the process. In other cases,
they feel (correctly) that much of what’s deemed “best practice” in strategy is written from
the vantage point of for-profit organizations, and doesn’t always seem to translate
precisely. Successful not-for-profit strategic planning follows many of the same rules as
planning in the for-profit context, but also diverges in some important ways, including how
aspirations are set, how the management team is engaged, how the Board is engaged, and
how the organization’s mission is approached.

Setting aspirations can be
more challenging
Aspiration-setting and prioritization is a core part of any strategic planning work. However,
in most for-profit organizations, aspirations and potential priorities can be juxtaposed
against available resources and capital. In many not-for-profit strategic plans, initiatives
are contingent on new funding from yet unknown sources— sometimes very large
amounts of new funding. The question of “how high should we reach?” becomes a
circular question, because the answer depends on the initiatives themselves and how
compelling they may be in terms of attracting new support. As a result, funding feasibility
needs to be addressed in the initial vetting of strategic options, not after the strategy is
done, otherwise you’re likely to over-emphasize initiatives that can be envisioned within
current resources. And the question “what do we do if we can’t raise the money to support
our big new strategic initiative?” needs to be part of the strategy, e.g., do you shift to a set
of “backup” initiatives, and if so, which ones, when and how?
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Getting the management
team in the right frame of
mind
Corporations of even moderate size may have full-time senior executive positions or
entire departments devoted to strategy. That’s obviously far less common in the not-forprofit world. For many non-profit organizations, strategic planning is an episodic shared
responsibility of the senior team, and members of the team may have relatively little
experience with big-picture strategic planning. Good strategy—by definition—is about
what you haven’t done yet and embracing opportunities to do things differently. I often
find that not-for-profit management teams that spend a large portion of their time with
donors in “marketing mode” can have more difficulty than their corporate counterparts
shifting gears and comfortably talking about unrealized opportunities and challenges,
particularly in the presence of Board members, but sometimes even with the CEO.
Getting people to open up and embrace the unexplored can require special facilitation.
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Getting the most from the
Board
The role of the Board in strategic planning also needs to be carefully considered.
Corporate boards almost universally delegate strategy-setting to the CEO. Non-profit
boards, by contrast, typically want to play an active role in strategy. The most important
factor in any strategy process is alignment, and the sheer size of many not-for-profit
boards makes it challenging to ensure that each member of the Board understands and
embraces the strategy. Brilliant strategies are often quite nuanced—small but skillful
manipulations of a familiar gambit. Boards can add significant value to strategic
planning, but only when they’re armed with the degree of operational insight and
industry knowledge that allows them to understand the nuances of a strategy.

Frustration on both sides can be a common result when the board lacks the appropriate
depth of understanding—both management frustration that “the board keeps asking us
to do things that have been tried by our peers many times and have universally failed” or
board frustration that “we don’t see any bold ideas”. A critical part of good not-for-profit
strategic planning is designing a board education process that brings clarity to the
critical financial and operational details, prior efforts and industry-level insight that will
enable the Board to make a full intellectual contribution.
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Approaching mission the
right way
Mission-focus is one of the essential differences between the non-profit and the for-profit
world. Although many for-profits have a mission statement, they seldom rule the
organization to the same degree that not-for-profit missions do. Some organizations
treat mission as immutable, which certainly isn’t right, given the fact that the world does
change. Others organizations gravitate toward revisiting mission language as the first
step in strategic planning (sometimes deliberating at great length on every word), but
then struggle to find actionable strategies that can deliver that mission. Strategy
implements mission, but good missions are also grounded in the changing operational
environment in which the organization operates (i.e., what strategies are actually viable
and actionable). So strategy and mission are dynamically interlinked, not subordinate
and superior. I find that starting with a “bottom up” big ideas approach often works well
for many organizations. Identify the palette big ideas that are possible, and use the
deliberation on how practical, impactful, and personally exciting those ideas are to
inform if and how the mission might be reshaped.
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So what is the unlock for
non-profits?
Five ingredients can ensure your
strategic planning process is fit for the
unique model you operate within:
1. Ditch one-size fits all strategic planning in favor of a more nuanced
approach.
I work closely with management teams to develop a strategic planning process
that reflects each organization’s unique situation and needs: their particular
strategic situation, internal staff capacity and capabilities, and their Board.
Sometimes external input can offer useful guidance—for example, interviews
with key donors, peer institutions, or stakeholders; sometimes it’s better to
really focus on stoking the fires of internal innovation. There’s no single bestfitting approach for every organization—and that’s important. The right
investment upfront in a tailored process can save you countless hours on the
backend trying to make a generic process and output “fit” who you are.

2. Engage in a rich discussion around aspirations.
Clarify whether you’re building a strategy that paints within the lines of existing
resources, or whether you’re building something contingent on new funding,
and if the latter, integrate funding feasibility into the initial assessment of
strategic options.
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3. Educate the Board.
A surprising number of non-profits launch into strategic planning exercises
with a paucity of data at their fingertips, and even less data contributing to the
Board’s understanding of the organization’s operational situation and industry
best practices. Arm the board with the knowledge necessary to allow them to
be effective contributing partners in strategy formation.

4. Understand where your strengths are and be honest about your gaps.
I’m often asked to assess and develop organizational capabilities and
readiness including “strategic thinking” and implementation skills. Strategic
planning projects are great opportunities to develop your team’s performance
—don’t give up until the finish line in terms of defining clear, implementable
actions. Often, I’m deeply involved working with VPs or program leads to
develop robust initiative plans, clarifying individual roles and expectations, and
implementing methods for measuring impact.

5. Interactively define strategy and mission.
As tempting as it may be to try and nail down mission first and fit strategy to
mission, focus first on big ideas—and use those ideas both as the inspiration
for strategy as well as the guide for whether and how the mission might be
revised.
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